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', 2. The objective function .for a LP model is 3r, + 2x2,

objective function?

(a) 0 &) 50

3. In Assignrnerit 
'problem the vaLue of decision

variable X; is - 1:

. .(a) no restriction (b) two or more

(c) on€ or.zero (d) none

4. A method to obtain initial solutioh in a
transportation problem is

(a) North - West (b) Sirnpiex

' (c) Hungarian (d) Newton Raphson

5. In sequencing if smallest time for a job belongs to
machine I then that job has to placed ' of
the sequence.

(a) in the middle (b) at end

(c) in the starting (d) none,

6. The ---:method used to obtain optimum
solution of travelling sales man problem.

(a) Simplex (b) ,Hungarian

G) Dominance (d) GraPhical
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SECTiON B * (b x b = 2b marks)

Answer ALL questions, choosing either (a) or (b).

11. (a) A firm produces three products. These
products ::are proceed on B different
r.nachines. The time required to- manufacturer one unit of each of the three

, products and the daily capacity of the three
machines are given in the below table.

Machine Time per unit
(minutes)

uct. Product

Machine capacity
(minutes/day)

uct 
.

440

474

430

Prod
.J

2

..J

2

3

5

'Prod
I

Mr. 2

M' 4.

M:2

(b)

lhe profit per unit for product I, 2 and 3 are
Fp. +, Rs. 3 and,Rs. 6 respectively. Formulate
Linear programming model foi the above
problem.'

Or

Write down the dual of
Maxe-)cl xr+3x,
Subject to r, + *, + x, <10

2x.r-xrS2
2x, -2x" + 3ru < 6

Xr,JCrr?Cr 2 O.
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(b) Company. buys in lots 500 boxes which is a
3 month supply,, The cost per box is Rs. l2b
and the ordering cost is Rs. 1b0. The
inventory earrying cost is estimated, at Zfra/o.

of unit value.

(t What is the total annual cost of the
existing inventory policy?

(ii) I.{ow much money could.be saved by
: employing the eeonomic order

quantity?
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